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Abstract—Recently, an upsurge of interest has been observed in
providing multimedia on-demand (MoD) services to mobile users
over wireless networks. Nevertheless, due to the rapidly varying
nature of mobile networks and the scarcity of radio resources, the
commercial implementation is still limited. This paper presents
an efficient group-based multimedia-on-demand (GMoD) service
model over multicast-enabled wireless infrastructures, where
users requesting the same content are grouped and served simul-
taneously with a single multicast stream. The grouping is fulfilled
through a process named “batching”. An analytical model is
derived to analyse a timeout-based batching scheme with respect
to the tradeoff between user blocking probability and reneging
probability. Based on the deduced analytical model, an optimal
timeout-based batching scheme is proposed to dynamically identify
the optimal tradeoff point that maximizes the system satisfaction
ratio given a particular system status. The proposed scheme is
evaluated by means of simulation and compared with two basic
batching schemes (timeout-based, size-based), and two hybrid ones
(combined-for-profit, combined-for-loss). The simulation results
demonstrate the proposed approach can ensure significant gains
in terms of user satisfaction ratio, with low reneging and blocking
probabilities.
Index Terms—Batching, DVB, MBMS, MoD, resource manage-
ment.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE cellular network has been developed and evolvedwell for offering on-demand services to mobile users,
such as voice, short message and Internet access. Nevertheless,
users’ growing demands for bandwidth-intensive multimedia
services make it more attractive to offer multimedia-on-demand
(MoD) services to mobile users, such as video-on-demand and
music-on-demand. In the on-demand service mode, a user
will place a request for a service directly through the network.
The service is then delivered to this user according to the
user preference as well as the resource availability and service
requirements.
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MoD services are traditionally delivered via unicast transmis-
sions, by which, data are sent separately to individual recipi-
ents. Hence, a traffic increase implies additional consumption
of the network resources. In recent years, there has been great
interest in utilizing multicast technology in both wired and wire-
less networks due to its cost-effective transmission [1]–[10].
Unlike unicast, in multicast, only one copy of data is transmitted
from the source to the multiple recipients in the multicast group.
Therefore, this leads to less resource consumption in compar-
ison to unicast.
Recent standardization efforts in wireless networks, such as
MBMS [11], aim to support multicast in 3G mobile networks
and the standardization effort of Digital Video Broadcasting
transmission system for Handheld terminal (DVB-H) gives an-
other possibility for utilizing multicast in broadcasting networks
to handheld devices [12]. In addition, effective cooperation be-
tween cellular and broadcasting networks enables the cost-ef-
fective provisioning of on-demand services [13]. In this cooper-
ating system, the 3G networks is used to offer a return channel
to collect user requests for services, and the DVB network of-
fers efficient service delivery to users by using multicasting or
broadcasting delivery methods. In our previous work, we pro-
posed an interworking architecture encompassing MBMS and
DVB networks [14]. Relevant functional entities have also been
defined, together with the interfaces, signaling flows and in-
formation primitives. Although, a lot of conceptual work has
been contributed to achieve efficient multicast-based MoD ser-
vice provisioning over wireless networks, these efforts have just
been focused on devising effective architecture. In [15], some
carousels algorithms have been proposed as a way of data sched-
uling and delivery in a broadcast system, such as DVB, but they
are not for on-demand services. The effective algorithms for
the optimal on-demand service delivery over wireless networks
have not yet been fully investigated.
In the research community for wired networks, various
methods have been developed to achieve efficient multi-
cast-based MoD service delivery [1]–[8]. The basic idea is
to aggregate the requests for a given content arriving over a
certain period of time as a group and then serve this group
with a single multicast stream. Therefore, such multicast based
MoD is also called group-based MoD (GMoD). A drawback of
the GMoD service model is that a service request may have to
wait for more requests for the same content to arrive in order
to share the data stream. A concern is that a user may defect
if the service set-up delay is kept too long (i.e., renege), and
hence is lost, constituting a decrease in the revenue and service
quality. Some aggregation approaches have been proposed
recently for making the existing GMoD systems more efficient
0018-9316/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 1. System model of the GMoD provisioning.
and more timely, such as the batching method [1]–[4], the
piggybacking method [5], and the patching method [6]. These
techniques are complementary, and hence can be combined
into hybrid strategy to further improve efficiency [7], [8]. Out
of these methods, the batching method is more computationally
efficient, and avoids additional resource requirement, such as
buffer capacity in the mobile terminals. Therefore, the study
in this paper focuses on the batching method and attempts to
optimize this method in a dynamic wireless environment.
The two basic batching methods in wireline networks are
known as timeout-based batching and size-based batching [1],
depending on whether the users are batched for a fixed period of
time, or are batched until a sufficient number of requests are col-
lected. These two basic batching schemes constitute the foun-
dation for the later extended schemes. For instance, two hy-
brid methods have been proposed by Chan [2], namely, com-
bined-for-profit batching and combined-for-loss batching. Fur-
thermore, the timeout-based batching scheme has been anal-
ysed from a business perspective in [3]. In both [2] and [3],
analytical models were derived for performance evaluation of
the timeout-based batching scheme. However, they consider in-
finite network resource and study a single content [2], or, the
user’s reneging behavior is not considered [3]. Obviously, it is
suitable neither for the resource-limited wireless environment,
nor for practical implementation. In [4], a new batching method,
called delay-aware broadcasting is proposed, making use of the
exact delay tolerance of each user. This is however difficult to
implement due to the difficulty of knowing the user’s true delay
preference.
This paper enhances the traditional analysis models of
the basic timeout-based batching scheme by considering the
blocking probability caused by the limited wireless resource,
and furthermore we consider multiple contents and the behavior
of user reneging. Based on these studies, an analytical model is
derived to study the performance of the timeout-based batching
scheme. Moreover, we propose a novel optimal timeout-based
batching scheme to maximize the percentage of served users
with respect to the total users, adaptive to the available re-
sources and traffic loads in the system. Streaming real-time
application is considered in this work as it is envisioned as an
ideal driver for the next generation mobile systems [16].
This paper is structured as follows. First, the system model
and four traditional batching schemes are introduced in
Section II. In Section III, a theoretical model of the basic
timeout-based scheme is presented by considering the blocking
probability, reneging probability, user satisfaction ratio and mul-
tiple contents. Based on this model, our optimal timeout-based
scheme is proposed. The simulation results are presented and
discussed in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this
paper.
II. REVIEW ON BATCHING SCHEMES
A. System Model
The system model of the GMoD provisioning is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
The system provides a set of multimedia contents,
(e.g., movies, news, music, etc). Each of
these contents may have a different popularity and duration.
As shown in Fig 1, the request arrival rate of content is
, , where is the arrival rate of all the users’
requests, and is the probability of a request choosing content
. When the system receives a first user request for a particular
content, it waits for a batching period to collect more requests
for the same content, in order to optimize the efficiency of
resource utilization. Two batching parameters, namely the
batching time and the batching size are used to specify
the duration of the batching. All the user requests for the same
content are held in a particular batching queue. A drawback
of the batching is that since users would suffer a delay for the
service set-up, some of them may defect if the service latency
is kept too long (i.e., renege), and hence are lost. Keeping the
reneging probability low without requiring excessive network
resources is a great challenge for efficient GMoD service
provisioning. After batching ends, some requests will still stay
in the batching queue, whilst some are lost due to reneging.
We use to denote the number of remaining requests for the
content in unit time, which is also called the throughput of
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this content. Furthermore, after batching, the system sends a
resource request for serving the content on behalf of all the
remaining user requests in the batching queue. This resource
request competes with other resource requests for a limited
multicast resource pool containing all the multicast channels
in a wireless cell. The arrival rate of the resource request for
content is denoted as . If there is a free multicast channel
available, the batch of users that sends the resource request is
served simultaneously. Otherwise, the batch of users is lost
from the system without being served. The system model will
be further explained with a mathematical model in Section III.
B. Traditional Schemes
Four batching schemes were proposed in [1], [2]. They are
two basic schemes (timeout-based, size-based) and two hybrid
schemes (combined-for-profit, combined-for-loss). In these
schemes, the requests for the same content are batched for a
specific batching duration, and then are served with a single
multicast stream. This batching duration can be identified by
the period of user’s waiting time in the batch (timeout-based
scheme), the number of users’ requests in the batch (sized-based
scheme), or by both waiting time and number of requests (hy-
brid schemes). In either of these schemes, the batching duration
can cause users reneging from their request or the batch due to
the delay in content delivery. These four batching schemes are
described below briefly.
Timeout-based: batching duration is identified by the period
of the first user’s waiting time referred to as the batching time
in order to guarantee the maximum service delay. Requests are
batched until the batching time is reached. The timer is set when
a user agrees to wait minutes and the subsequent users for the
same content join the waiting line.
Size-based: batching duration is identified by the number of
users referred to as the batching size in order to guarantee
the number of users served as a batch. Requests are batched until
the batching size threshold is reached. Hence, the user’s waiting
time depends on the rate of request arrivals.
Combined-for-profit / loss: batching duration is identified by
both of and . In the combined-for-profit scheme, requests
are batched until both users are collected and the first user
in the batch waits no less than time. This scheme aims to
maximize the “profit” (e.g., the number of served users). In the
combined-for-loss scheme, requests are batched until either
number of users is collected or the first user in the batch has
waited time units. This scheme aims to minimize the service
delay, thus the reneging probability.
III. ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION
Three metrics of the performance in the basic timeout-based
scheme will be formulated. They are the reneging probability
, blocking probability and satisfaction ratio , where
, and are, respectively, the ratio of the number of
reneged users due to the delayed service set-up, blocked users
due to the insufficient resources and served users, with respect
to the total number of users in the system. Obviously,
. Important notations used in this paper are
summarized in Table I.
TABLE I
IMPORTANT NOTATIONS USED
A. Analytical Model
Users are able to request independent contents according
to a certain probability. Let be the probability that a request
chooses content , and let without loss of
generality.
The arrivals of users’ requests are assumed to be Poisson
process with a rate of . And each arrival of Poisson can
select one of the contents. Therefore, the Poisson can
be decomposed into independent Poisson processes: Poisson
, Poisson and Poisson , each modeling the ar-
rival of requests for content .
Each user is willing to wait for a period of time to view
the desired content. If this content is not displayed by then the re-
quest reneges. is a random variable with its cumulative distri-
bution denoted by a user reneging function
with a mean .
Let be the throughput of content , in terms of the number
of remaining requests in unit time, which do not renege during
batching. , where is the average batch size in
number of requests of content and is the average period
between two consecutive copy of content delivery time. In [2],
it is derived that
(1)
(2)
We aggregate arrival processes into one process. The total
throughput is then given by
(3)
So, the reneging probability is given by
(4)
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Based on the (1)–(4), we can derive that has an upper
limit with , i.e.,
(5)
After batching, remaining requests compete for a total of
multicast radio channels for delivering multicast contents. Re-
quests are blocked if there is no channel available.
Given the total multicast channels, the GMoD system can
be modeled as an queue. Let be the probability
that the total channels are occupied, the blocking probability
. can be calculated using Erlang
B Formula [17] and is given as following.
(6)
where is the arrival rate of total resource requests for serving
desired contents. Let be the request arrival rate for content ,
is given by
(7)
Based on the equation, we can derive that has an upper
limit with i.e.,
(8)
Since also has an upper limit, the upper limit of and
thereby exist, i.e.,
(9)
These results indicate that , and will not be de-
pendent on when increases to a certain value.
To study the performance of the reneging probability, the ex-
ponential user reneging function in [1], [2] is adopted in this
paper, i.e.,
.
(10)
where is the minimum time for which users are always
willing to wait.
TABLE II
INPUTS OF ANALYTICAL MODEL
Zipf distribution is adopted to model the probability of
choosing a particular content [20]. The probability of choosing
the th content is given by:
(11)
where, is the parameter that determines the shape of the distri-
bution. A small corresponds to a more severe discrimination
of requests among contents and indicates that some contents are
desired more frequently than the others. As in [3], is
assumed in this work.
Table II shows the default parameter values used in the anal-
ysis and simulation unless otherwise stated.
B. Simulation Model
A simulator was constructed using OPNET [19] to jus-
tify the derived analytical model and evaluate the proposed
optimal timeout-based batching scheme by comparing with
four conventional batching schemes, namely, two traditional
basic schemes (timeout-based, size-based) and two traditional
hybrid schemes (combined-for-profit, combined-for-loss). The
assumption in the analytical model is adopted by the simulation
model unless otherwise stated. This simulator consists of a
wireless cell (e.g., DVB cell) with limited available multicast
radio channels. Users are uniformly distributed in the cell.
Each user randomly sends a request for a particular content at
any one time. The duration of the content is determined based
on an Exponential distribution. We consider a mixed traffic
scenario where the GMoD service and the other services (e.g.,
TV broadcasting and datacasting) share and compete for a
common and limited resource pool. As a result, the network
resource available for the GMoD service fluctuates over time,
as denoted by C multicast channels.
C. Analytical Results
Both the results obtained from computer simulations and
analytical model are shown in Fig. 2. We observe that the
performance depends highly on the selection of batching time
. Thus, finding an appropriate is a crucial issue. first
increases to reach a maximum, and then decreases rather slowly
as increases. Maximum is achievable given certain system
status, which includes service quality constraints (e.g.,
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Fig. 2. Analytical and simulation results.
and constraint), traffic information (e.g., content duration,
request arrival rate), user profile (e.g., reneging function), and
resource availability. The at which the maximum is
achieved is denoted as the optimal batching time . We
can see a trade-off between and . increases
rather linearly when increases as more users renege with
the longer batching time, whereas decreases due to the
more efficient resource utilization. Also we can see that
varies more gradually than until decreases to reach 0
as increases. This indicates that is a dominant factor
affecting when resource is not enough; otherwise,
becomes dominant. The lower bound of is determined by
the constraint of the maximum while the upper bound of
is determined by the constraint of the maximum . For
instance, given the constraints and , we
can use .
Fig. 3 shows that the available resource has a significant
impact on the system performance. Fig. 3(a) shows that as in-
creases, reduces as more resources are available. However,
is completely independent of . This is consistent with
the analytical model. Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 3(b)
and Fig. 3(c) that can be achieved at low value of , espe-
cially when is high. When increases till , has no
impact on the performance. Hence, can be kept as low as
possible in order to minimize . As decreases, more users
have to be batched in a multicast channel in order to efficiently
utilize more scarce resources, and hence increases. This
indicates that when resource is sufficient, a short is required
in order to minimize ; otherwise, a long is required in
order to maximize resource utilization efficiency.
Fig. 4 shows that has not much influence on the perfor-
mance, especially when is high. This result justifies the anal-
ysis in the analytical model. Fig. 4(a) shows that as increases,
and first decreases and increases respectively, and
then both change rather slowly. Therefore, a constant can
Fig. 3. Impact of available multicast channels C in a cell on system perfor-
mance. (a) Blocking probability and reneging probability vs. number of avail-
able channels; (b) satisfaction ratio vs. number of available channels; (c) satis-
faction ratio vs. batching time.
be used for a wide range of especially when is high, which
can be seen in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c). For instance, to maximize
while maintaining the maximum at around 0.2 and
at around 0.05, we can use for ranging from
1000 to 10000 requests/hour. And the minimum at which the
keeps stable can be calculated by finding the minimum
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Fig. 4. Impact of request arrival rate  on system performance. (a) Blocking
probability and reneging probability vs. request arrival rate; (b) satisfaction ratio
vs. request arrival rate; (c) satisfaction ratio vs. batching time.
from the solutions of the function
. As shown in Fig. 4(a), as gets smaller, be-
comes a dominant factor affecting , so a shorter is required
to reduce . For instances, Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) indicate
that when varies from 1000 to 100 requests/hour, we can re-
duce from 5 to 2 minutes. This result indicates that in the
Fig. 5. Impact of the mean waiting time  on system performance. (a) Satisfac-
tion ratio, blocking probability and reneging probability vs. user’s mean waiting
time, with W = 5 minutes; (b) satisfaction ratio vs. batching time with dif-
ferent values of mean waiting time.
case of a high , it is not necessary to adapt to . However,
when is low, a shorter is required in order to minimize
.
We continue studying the performance of the basic timeout-
based scheme when varying the user’s mean waiting time from
1 to 10 minutes. Fig. 5 presents the performance of , ,
and .
It can be seen from Fig. 5(a) that the mean waiting time
has different impact on and . When increases, users
are more likely to stay in the batching queue without reneging.
Hence, smaller is achieved. However, as defined in the ana-
lytical model, is the percentage of blocked users excluding
reneged users, with respect to the total users in the system.
Therefore, is negative proportional to the . Moreover,
as indicated in (1), (6), (7), with larger mean waiting time, users
are less likely to renege, which results in more resource requests
competing for limited resources, hence increasing . There-
fore, varies in a different way from , and is positive
proportional to . In addition, it can be seen that varies
more gradually than . Hence, increases as increases.
This is also demonstrated in Fig. 5(b). Moreover, it can be ob-
served that has reduced impact on the performance of ,
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Fig. 6. Impact of the shape parameter  of Zipf distribution on system per-
formance. (a) Satisfaction ratio, blocking probability and reneging probability
vs. the shape parameter  of Zipf distribution, with W = 5 minutes; (b)
performance difference in terms of satisfaction ratio, blocking probability and
reneging probability, with respect to  = 0; (c) satisfaction ratio vs. batching
time.
when the batching time gets smaller. In particular, when
and 1 minute, all the values of the mean waiting time
TABLE III
MAPPING TABLE IN OPTIMAL TIMEOUT-BASED SCHEME, WITH
 = 10 minutes. (A) MAPPING TABLE OF C TO W WITH
 = 1000 request=hour; (B) MAPPING TABLE OF  TO W WITH C = 20
lead to the same . This is because every user has a min-
imum waiting time threshold , for which
users will stay in the queue without reneging. Furthermore, as
gets smaller, shorter period of the batching time is required
to achieve the maximum . It is because as gets smaller,
increases dramatically, while reduces gradually, that
shorter batching time is needed to reduce .
The performance when varying the shape parameter of the
Zipf distribution is also studied. Fig. 6 presents the performance
of , , and .
It can be seen from Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c) that has no ob-
vious influence on the performance of , , and . How-
ever, if the performance is enlarged by measuring the perfor-
mance difference with respect to , the impact of can
be observed. As shown in the Fig. 6(b), the system generates
larger and , thereby smaller , as increases. This is
because the smaller value of means the users’ requests concen-
trate on fewer contents, which would make the batching more
effective. These results above are consistent with those depicted
in [3], where greater impact of can be observed on the perfor-
mance of system revenue by associating a price to a certain con-
tent, or the measurement of the blocking probability of mixed
traffic comprising batching services and traditional interactive
services.
D. Optimal Timeout-Based Scheme
Based on our analytical model, can be calculated given a
certain system status including the service quality, traffic infor-
mation, user reneging function and resource availability. There-
fore, we can come up with a mapping table from a given system
status to , such as in Table III and Table IV. With the map-
ping table, the network or service providers can keep track of
the system current status, in particular the available resources,
to determine at that moment. Users’ requests for contents
are then scheduled and served based on the . Considering
that does not depend much on the request arrival rate
when is high, the size of the mapping table can be decreased
by mapping a range of to a particular .
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TABLE IV
MAPPING TABLE IN OPTIMAL TIMEOUT-BASED SCHEME, WITH
 = 3 minutes. (A) MAPPING TABLE OF C TO W WITH
 = 1000 request=hour; (B) MAPPING TABLE OF  TO W WITH C = 40
In a resource-limited wireless communications system,
is the key concern when evaluating the grade of service (GoS)
of on-demand services. This is because it is more annoying for
the users to wait but eventually not being served than to decide
not to wait and thereby reneging from the request. Moreover,
effective methods to increase the users’ delay tolerance, such as
decreasing the service price, are easy to implement [18], hence
the can be effectively controlled. Therefore, we set as
a priority constraint to . In our optimal batching scheme,
the is optimized to maximize the satisfaction ratio subject
to constraints of the maximum (5%) and (30%).
IV. EVALUATION OF OPTIMAL TIMEOUT-BASED SCHEME
A. Algorithm Parameters
We evaluate the proposed optimal timeout-based batching
scheme by simulation. In the simulation, the optimal batching
time adapts to the time varying resource availability and re-
quest arrival rate. Two experiments are performed with respect
to different values of the user’s mean waiting time (i.e., 10
minutes and 3 minutes). The mapping tables with different
are presented in Table III and Table IV respectively. Each map-
ping table contains the mapping of number of available channels
and request arrival rate to the optimal batching time . As a
result, if the number of available channels is low, the batching
time is set as long as possible to improve resource utilization
by merging enough users in a group. Otherwise, the system
will shorten the batching time in order to avoid too many users
reneging from the batch. In contrast, given a certain number of
available channels , the batching time does not change much
for a wide range of . In addition, comparing Table III and
Table IV, it can be seen that a smaller is applied to a smaller
, under the same conditions. Furthermore, for a smaller , more
available channels are required so as to meet the constraint re-
quirements of and at the same time.
In the traditional batching schemes (i.e., the basic and hy-
brid schemes), the resource constraint is not considered. Their
batching parameters, namely batching time and batching size
, are chosen from its respective constituent batching schemes
(i.e., in the basic timeout-based scheme and in the basic
size-based scheme) “optimized” independently for a target ar-
rival rate and remain constant for other rates [2]. Therefore,
we can characterize these traditional schemes as static resource
management [21] in the sense that their batching parameters do
not adapt to the variation of actual system status, such as the re-
source availability.
We evaluate the traditional schemes in a scenario where the
cell capacity is limited, and moreover, the available resources
are time-varying. The batching parameters of traditional
schemes are configured based on the target user request arrival
rate and the heaviest load of background traffic in the cell, as
the methodology employed by the static resource allocation
[22] in traditional cellular networks.
B. Simulation Results and Discussions
1) Mean Waiting Time : Fig. 7 presents ,
, and as varies from 10 to 40 with ,
in traditional schemes and .
The parameters and are independently chosen in tradi-
tional schemes, given the target available channels .
Fig. 7(a) shows that the proposed optimal timeout-based
scheme gives higher than other schemes for investigated
values of , especially when is large. This is because the
optimal scheme chooses the most appropriate batching time for
each so as to maximize . In contrast, in traditional schemes,
the batching parameters are dimensioned for the worst case
(i.e., smallest ). These parameters result in a longer batching
duration, which is not appropriate for non-worst case . In
addition, it can be seen that mainly depends on . This
is because is so small that the is dominant over the
to determine the .
Fig. 7(b) shows that the optimal scheme improves as
gets larger by choosing shorter batching time. However,
the traditional schemes use the same batching parameters (i.e.,
batching time and batching size) as varies. Hence, the user’s
waiting time and thereby keeps constant in relation to .
In other words, it is not optimized and improved with respect
to . In addition, it can be seen that for all investigated values
of , the combined-for-loss scheme outperforms the other tra-
ditional schemes in reducing , especially, at the worst case
(i.e., ), it outperforms the optimal scheme
in terms of . This is because of the extra consideration of
the batching size that is used together with the batching time to
limit the batching duration in the combined-for-loss scheme.
As a result, the batching duration is reduced compared to the
other schemes.
Fig. 7(c) shows that although the two basic schemes and the
combined-for-profit scheme give lower than the optimal
scheme, the optimal scheme still keeps under 0.05 for all
investigated . In addition, it can be observed that the curve of
the optimal scheme shows two peaks at and . As
seen in Table III, these peaks appear when the optimal batching
time changes. However, it is not always the case, such as
and . This is due to the diverse impact of and
on the blocking probability. As increases, the conventional
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Fig. 7. Performances of optimal timeout-based scheme and conventional
schemes as the available multicast channels C in a cell vary. (a) Satisfaction
ratio vs. number of available channels; (b) reneging probability vs. number of
available channels; (c) blocking probability vs. number of available channels.
schemes with fixed give smaller blocking probability. How-
ever, for the optimal timeout-based scheme, as increases, the
decreases (see Table III). As a result, larger causes smaller
blocking probability, whilst smaller leads to larger blocking
Fig. 8. Performances of optimal timeout-based scheme and conventional
schemes as the user request arrival rate  varies. (a) Satisfaction ratio vs. re-
quest arrival rate; (b) blocking probability vs. request arrival rate; (c) reneging
probability vs. request arrival rate.
probability. If the impact of is greater than that of ,
reduces, such as when changes from 10 to 15. Otherwise,
increases, such as when changes from 15 to 20, and from 30
to 35. When continues increasing from 20 to 25, or from 35
to 40, gets smaller, because the same value of is applied
at , , and at , respectively.
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Another thing we can see is that the combined-for-loss
scheme gets the highest at the targeted due to the
shortest batching duration, which weakens its improvement in
.
Fig. 8 presents performances of , , and when
changes from 400 to 1900 requests/hour with ,
in traditional schemes and . The parameters
and are independently chosen in traditional schemes, given
the target arrival rate .
It can be seen that two timeout-based schemes including op-
timal scheme and basic scheme offer rather flat , and
as a function of , while in the other schemes these metrics
can vary quite significantly with . Fig. 8(a) shows that the op-
timal scheme and the basic timeout-based scheme perform the
same because they use the same duration of the batching time.
Furthermore, these two timeout-based schemes give more con-
sistent and higher than other schemes. As goes higher than
the target rate, the basic size-based scheme gives lower . It
is because in the size-based scheme, users are batched until
users are collected. As increases, shorter time is required to ag-
gregate users, which increases the traffic load in the system,
thus increasing , as shown in Fig. 8(b). But is reduced
due to the shorter batching time, as presented is Fig. 8(c). As
the is dominant to , goes down. As drops, longer
time is required to aggregate users in a batch, which leads to
a smaller , but larger . As a result, is deduced due
to the dominance of , which can be seen in Fig. 8(a).
The combined-for-profit scheme first operates according to
the timeout-based scheme when is high, and according to the
size-based scheme when drops. In contrast, the combined-for-
loss scheme operates as the timeout-based scheme when is
low, and the size-based scheme when increases. These results
are consistent with those in [2].
2) Mean Waiting Time : Fig. 9 presents ,
, and as varies from 25 to 55 with ,
in traditional schemes and .
The parameters and are independently chosen in tradi-
tional schemes, given the target available channels .
It can be seen that in comparison to Fig. 7, the smaller value
of does not influence a lot on the performance, as more chan-
nels are used. The optimal timeout-based scheme outperforms
the other schemes in terms of . Furthermore, among the con-
ventional schemes, the combined-for-loss scheme achieves the
largest . Hence, the simulation results in Fig. 9 are consistent
to those in Fig. 7.
Fig. 10 presents performance of , , and when
changes from 400 to 1900 requests/hour with ,
in traditional schemes and . The parameters
and are independently chosen in traditional schemes, given
the target arrival rate .
It is observed from Fig. 10 that the trend of the performance
curve of all the evaluated schemes is similar to that when
, presented in Fig 8. For instance, as shown in
Fig. 10(a), two timeout-based schemes generally achieve rather
flat and better , in comparison to other schemes. However, in
the case of small request arrival rate, i.e., 400 requests/hour and
700 requests/hour, the combined-for-loss scheme outperforms
the basic timeout-based scheme, although it is outperformed
Fig. 9. Performances of optimal timeout-based scheme and conventional
schemes as the available multicast channels C in a cell vary. (a) Satisfaction
ratio vs. number of available channels; (b) reneging probability vs. number of
available channels; (c) blocking probability vs. number of available channels.
by the optimal scheme. As shown in Fig. 10(c), it is because
of the extra control parameter, batching size used in the com-
bined-for-loss scheme, that it gets the smallest among all
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Fig. 10. Performances of optimal timeout-based scheme and conventional
schemes as the user request arrival rate  varies. (a) Satisfaction ratio vs. re-
quest arrival rate; (b) blocking probability vs. request arrival rate; (c) reneging
probability vs. request arrival rate.
conventional schemes. Therefore, when the request arrival rate
is small where is quite small and almost equals to zero, the
combined-for-loss scheme outperforms the basic timeout-based
scheme, in terms of . However, due to the intelligence of the
optimal scheme, is reduced by applying smaller batching
time when the request arrival rate is small. Hence, the optimal
scheme outperforms all the conventional schemes in .
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper studied five batching schemes including four tra-
ditional schemes and one proposed novel approach to enable
the resource efficient MoD service delivery in resource-lim-
ited wireless networks. We derived an analytical model for the
performance evaluation of basic timeout-based scheme consid-
ering some practical wireless resource constraints. We found
that there is a tradeoff between the blocking probability and the
reneging probability. Also we found that there exists an optimal
batching time that can strike this balance. Furthermore it was
found that the change of request arrival rate has no much im-
pact on the system performance, such as the satisfaction ratio,
blocking and reneging probability, especially when the request
arrival rate is high. On the other hand, the change of available
resources gives different optimal batching time.
An optimal timeout-based scheme was proposed based on
this analytical model to maximize the satisfaction ratio. In this
approach, the batching duration time adapts to a certain system
status characterized by service quality constraints, traffic infor-
mation, user profile and resource availability. Simulation re-
sults showed improved performance using the proposed optimal
scheme when the system status varies. In addition, we re-evalu-
ated the traditional batching schemes, but this time with wireless
resource limitation also being considered. Our results show that
to maximize the satisfaction ratio, when the request arrival rate
changes, the basic timeout-based scheme outperforms the other
traditional schemes, while the combined-for-loss is better than
the other traditional schemes as the available resource changes.
The proposed optimal scheme provides a superior solution to
service providers or network operators to offer multicast-based
MoD service over resource-limited wireless networks. Further-
more, under varying resource limitations, service providers
and network operators can still get superior performance by
adapting the batching time to the changes accordingly so as
to make an optimal balance between blocking users and users
reneging, in other words, between profitability and quality of
service.
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